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3D Foils to showcase unique 'crushed ice' surfaces
3D Foils' range of crushed ice decorative surfaces will be the highlight of Stand no. 38 at PUB16
on 9-10 February 2016.
For bar fronts or back bars, 3D Foils' ICE range offers unique optical effects to appeal to
publicans wishing to differentiate their bar design from the more traditional. ICE Laminated
Amber will be launched at PUB16. Reminiscent of a classic malt whisky by night and sugar
crystals by day, ICE Laminated Amber will be joined by ICE Laminated Quartz as towering 1.7m
high monoliths, sparkling with LED lighting, as a large-scale illustration of these stunning
surfaces.
Also prominent will be our Glas AR+ range of vintage mirrors, metallics, and sophisticated 'gold
leaf' effects.
In addition we will be demonstrating how our MAGNETIC backed panels contribute to saving
time and money on refurbishment costs.
Newcomers Granites in neutral tones will be on show for the first time in the UK.
3D Foils last exhibited direct to the sector in 2008 at the Bar08 trade show. As Managing
Director Paul Merrick comments: “bar fronts and back bars form the backbone of our product
offering so we welcome the creation of PUB as an opportunity, at last, to once again display our
specialist surfaces direct to pub entrepreneurs.”
3D Foils Ltd offers a large product range and has helped many a bar owner to find that special
finish for the focal point of their establishment. For publicans planning to refurbish, a visit to
Stand 38 is a must to view a taster of the products on offer.

About 3D Foils Ltd
3D Foils Ltd has supplied unique and quality decorative surfaces to the leisure industry for 16
years. Our aim is to offer products that enable our customers to differentiate their brand
from the competition. We are a market leader in introducing innovative decorative surfaces in
the UK and offer both 'off the shelf' and bespoke products.
The driving force behind 3D Foils is Managing Director, Paul Merrick, who works 1:1 with bar
owners, designers, and contractors to support and help achieve the balance between aesthetics
and practical considerations.
Find out more at www.3dfoils.com.
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